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Class Meetings: online class, no set meeting times  
Office Hours (Video Conference or Text Chat): by appointment—calendly.com/ateagarden   
Email: ateagarden@umassd.edu   
 
 
 
Course Catalogue Description  
A course designed to advance the rhetorical skills and understanding developed in ENL 101. Critical reading of 
various literary genres and analytic and argumentative writing assignments enhance the student's awareness and use of 
effective language. 
  
Section Theme Description: 
What's for dinner? You can answer the question biologically, cheaply, culturally, deliciously, ethically…but probably 
not all of the above, all at once. So what's good enough for you? This section considers multiple arguments on what 
makes food good. Students determine participation norms, but classes frequently use small group work and whole 
class discussion.   
 

 
Outcomes Overview for Enl-102-7101 
E.g.: All English 101-102 sections make up part of the University Studies Cluster I. Enl-102 fulfills the 1B requirement.  
 
Course Goals 

I. To introduce students to the concepts of the engaged citizen and engaged learning. 
II. To emphasize the use of critical thinking, reading, and writing and communication as vehicles for 

engaged learning. 
III. To foster students’ ability to use technology to enhance learning. 

 
Course Learning Outcomes 
After completing this course, students will be able to: 
1. Write essays that satisfy the specific needs of audiences in the disciplines of the sciences, social sciences and 

humanities. 
2. Write effective syntheses that demonstrate effective critical reading. 
3. Select, effectively integrate and document appropriate resource materials from library databases and print 

holdings. 
4. Demonstrate discipline-specific control of language, style, structure, format, syntax, grammar and 

mechanics 
 
Required Materials: 
A three-month subscription to Eli Review peer feedback platform (elireview.com). The first two weeks of the 
course are free. 
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Required Materials, continued  
All other required course readings will be accessible via the library database or internet. Required readings’ 
citations will be posted to myCourses. Students will find and print and/or the library databases as part of their 
required materials. 
 
Course Readings to download from our class MyCourses Site. Ordered alphabetically here. 

1. Alexander's "I Found the Best Burger Place in America. And Then I Killed It" from The 
Thrillist.com (pdf to myC). 

2. Alexander's "The 100 Best Burgers in America, Ranked by Our National Burger Critic 
from The Thrillist.com (linked here and attached above).  

3. Arellano's essay "How Chipotle Supersized the American Burrito" from Eater.com (linked 
here with pdf attached to myC).  

4. Eli Review site page on Feedback and Improvement (linked here and on myC). 
5. Guthman's "Can't Stomach It" from Gastronomica: the journal of food and culture (linked here 

and attached to myC). 
6. Laudan's "In Praise of Fast Food" from Utne Reader (linked here and attached to myC). 
7. McWilliam's "The Green Monster" in Slate (linked here and pdf attached to myC).  
8. Pollan's "Unhappy Meals" from The New York Times Magazine (linked here and attached to 

myC).  
9. Prose's "Faith and Bacon" in Saveur (linked here with pdf attached to myC) 
10. Rosner's "It's Never Just About the Burger" from The New Yorker (linked here and attached 

to myC). 
11. Shugerman's article "The Weird World of Vegan YouTube Stars Is Imploding" from The 

Daily Beast (linked here with pdf attached to myC). 
12. Twilley's "Freedom from Food" in Aeon (linked here with pdf attached to myC) 

 

What You Can Expect from Coursework 
Because this is a 3-credit class, 3 hours per week of in-class work and 6 hours per week of out-of-class work are 
required of each student. 

 
1. Reading and Writing: These classes are reading and writing intensive. Students will read challenging college-

level texts, analyze the argumentative structures of texts, and synthesize positions among writers within the 
class’s specific issue. Then they will respond with their own reasoned argument. 

 
2. Reviewing and Responding to Feedback: Students will revise in response to feedback from peers and from 

their instructors before a final grade is given; essays will receive feedback and require revision.  
 
3. Metacognition: Students will reflect upon and analyze their own writing and their progress as writers, at 

intervals throughout the semester and/or in a final essay submitted at the end of the semester that analyzes 
and traces students' development as writers and researchers (see first item above).  
 

4. Conferencing: We will have at least one individual video conference during the semester, where students 
and I discuss a draft. The semester will also include peer-review and conferencing.  
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Course Policies (A-Z) 
 
A Common Theme 
Staying in communication with me and with your academic advisor is the best policy.  
 
Academic Integrity 
Acting with integrity is fundamental to this class, our university, and in general. But academic integrity is a 
complex issue. The First-Year English program will particularly concentrate on how to argue with integrity, 
especially how to work with and build on other people’s ideas. When you have questions about how to work 
with others, including your classmates and our class texts, please ask.  
 
Intentional academic dishonesty, such as cheating and plagiarism, has serious consequences. If you reach the 
point with an assignment that either the above sound like a good option, come talk to me. This course is meant 
to help you learn how to read and write complex arguments, and my responsibility is to help guide you through 
the challenging process. I likely can help you with a writing problem or class issue, as long as you make me 
aware of it. 
 

Academic integrity also governs how we work with others on assignments. I will explain the parameters for 
each assignment—when you can work with others and what must be done individually. If you are ever unsure, 
ask me to clarify. 
 

For the specific university policy on Academic Integrity, see  
http://www.umassd.edu/studentaffairs/studenthandbook/academicregulationsandprocedures/ 

 
 
Academic Support 
Our myC site is one place to learn, but you have access to many other spaces. I encourage you to check them all 
out; the more varied your academic interactions, the more you can sharpen your skills and broaden your ideas. 
A partial list of official support services: 

• Academic Advising Services: http://www.umassd.edu/acadvising/  
• Academic Resource Center (ARC): http://www.umassd.edu/arc/ 
• Center for Access and Success: (http://www.umassd.edu/dss/). 
• Multiliteracy and Communication Center (MCC ) 

Tutors from the Multiliteracy and Communication Center (MCC) will be available to work 
with UMassD students on summer session assignments. All summer tutoring appointments will be 
conducted online, so you will have the opportunity to meet with a tutor "live" and text and/or video 
chat with them to receive feedback. Tutors can assist with any stage of the writing process—from 
brainstorming and working with citations to helping you polish and revise full drafts. Please visit the 
MCC's website (https://www.umassd.edu/multiliteracy-communication-center/) for information on 
how to schedule an online consultation.  

 
Accommodations for Learning Differences and Disabilities 
If you have a documented disability and require accommodations to obtain equal access in this course, please 
meet with me at the beginning of the semester and provide the appropriate paperwork from the Center for 
Access and Success (CAS). To contact CAS or learn more about the university's procedures for accommodating 
students with disabilities at their website: 
 http://www.umassd.edu/dss/ 
 
 
Additional Support and Title IX Information 
The purpose of a university is to disseminate information, as well as to explore a universe of  
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ideas, to encourage diverse perspectives and robust expression, and to foster the development of critical and 
analytical thinking skills. In many classes, including this one, students and faculty examine and analyze 
challenging and controversial topics. If a topic covered in this class triggers post-traumatic stress or other 
emotional distress, please discuss the matter with the professor or seek out confidential resources available at: 

the Counseling Center  
http://www.umassd.edu/counselling/ 508-999-8648 or - 8650,  
 
the Victim Advocate in the Center for Women, Gender and Sexuality,  
http://www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence/ 508-910-4584 

 
In an emergency contact the Department of Public Safety at 508-999-9191 24 hrs./day. 
 
UMass Dartmouth, following national guidance from the Office of Civil Rights, requires that  
faculty follow UMass Dartmouth policy as a “mandated reporter” of any disclosure of sexual harassment, 
abuse, and/or violence shared with the faculty member in person and/or via email.  These disclosures 
include but are not limited to reports of sexual assault, relational abuse, relational/domestic violence, 
and stalking. While faculty are often able to help students locate  appropriate channels of assistance on 
campus, disclosure by the student to the faculty member  requires that the faculty member inform the 
University’s Title IX Coordinator in the Office of  Diversity, Equity and Inclusion at 508-999-8008 to 
help ensure that the student’s safety and  welfare is being addressed, even if the student requests that 
the disclosure not be shared. For confidential counseling support and assistance see  

http://www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence 
 
 
Attendance  
This is an online, asynchronous class, so there is specific class to attend. Engagement and participation grading 
policies are discussed below. 
 
Campus Emergencies: 
UmassD has several ways of community campus emergencies, such as weather-related closings. The homepage 
will also keep you informed. You can sign up for notice here: my.umassd.edu/group/myumassd/myalert  
 
Communications: Electronic and Otherwise 
myCourses (myC) 
Expect to find most assignments and all required, non-textbook readings posted to myCourses.  
 
Email 
UMD email is my primary means of communicating with students outside of class. It is also students’ best way 
of reaching me.  It is University policy that students are responsible for all official correspondence sent to their 
standard UMD e-mail address (@umassd.edu). Privacy considerations, such as federal law, may apply when 
using an address other than the University e-mail address. Please check your UMD email regularly.  
 
Eli Review 
We will use the Eli Review platform to manage drafting and peer review. Please buy a three-month subscription 
and check for feedback or assignments regularly. MyC will list when Eli Review assignments are due. 
 
 
Deadlines, and Other Tests of Stamina1  
This class is an introduction to college reading and writing, and part of college level work is professionalism. 
Turning in work on time—or keeping in open dialogue about deadline when faced with extenuating 
circumstances—is a key feature of a professional. Thus my course policies emphasize meeting deadlines.   
 

                                                
1 I gratefully acknowledge Dr. Danielle Wetzel for this idea and felicity of language. 
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Major Essays  
• Drafts and final versions of these major assignments are due by stated deadline. All major essays are 

submitted electronically and generate a timestamp. I advise you to leave time to experience technical 
issues—they are not a good enough reason to avoid late penalties.  

 

• Students that submitted a final drafts of major essays on time and are dissatisfied with their grade can 
request to revise-and-resubmit (R&R). This process means setting up and attending a video conference 
meeting with me to discuss the revision plan and new deadline, then completing the R&R on time. This 
is available to all major, graded assignments EXCEPT the final essay (there isn’t time between deadline and 
grade submission for an R&R). 
 

• For every 24 hours a student’s paper is late, the student will lose 1 point off the final’s total. This 
includes weekends. For example if a draft is due Thursday 9:30 AM, and the student submits the paper 
Monday at 10:30 AM, the paper is into its 5th day of being late, so the paper loses points for the 4 full 
days beyond deadline (meaning -4 points).  

 

• Students may request an extension once a semester. The extension may only be for a final version of a 
major assignment. Requests must be made via email at least 72 hours in advance of the paper deadline 
(3 days, including weekends). I do not offer extensions on drafts, because this removes the chance for 
peer review, and peer review is too important to miss. 

 

 
Minor Assignments (Homework, Low-stakes writing, etc.) 
I grade homework assignments as pass/fail.  

• Work turned in on time and meeting the assignment criteria earns full credit.  
• Work turned in late earns no credit. 

 
Grading  
All student work is graded by points; points then convert to the letter grade. This class is based on 300 total 
points. The four major assignments control 180 points or 60% of the total. The rest of the points are earned 
with minor assignments and participation. Any penalties for attendance are subtracted from total points earned. 
 

A Note on Grading by SafeAssign 
As a condition of continued enrollment in this course, you agree to submit all assignments to the SafeAssign 
services for textual comparison or originality review for the detection of possible plagiarism. All submitted 
assignments will be included in the UMass Dartmouth dedicated databases of SafeAssign assignments. These 
databases of assignments will be used solely for the purpose of detecting possible plagiarism during the 
grading process and during this term and in the future. Students who do not submit their papers electronically 
to the selected service will be required to submit copies of the cover page and first cited page of each source 
listed in the bibliography with the final paper in order to receive a grade on the assignment. 

 
Grading, Incomplete 
Incompletes are not given for Enl-102 courses as a rule. If you feel you require an incomplete for an 
exceptional reason, you need to email or meet with me to discuss reasons for the incomplete. 

 
Grading, Engagement  
Engagement with and participation in the class is worth 10% of the final grade. Students assess their own 
participation against class and self-goals and write an argument for how many points they deserve. I grade based 
on that argument.  
 
Grading, Semester’s Breakdown 
see next page 
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Grading, Semester’s Breakdown 
I calculate grades out of 500 points. Below lists assignments, including three to be determined based on class 
needs. 
 

Major Assignments  Notes to Self 
  Points Possible  

Issue Synthesis Essay 100  
Object Analysis Assignment 50  

Contribution Essay  100  
  250  

Engagement/Participation Grades    
Midterm reflection 25  

End-of-term reflection 25  
  50  

Minor Assignments    
Eli Review Cycle 50 5 per week  

Journal Entries 30 3 per week 
Discussion Board Postings & Comments  25 5 per assignment 

Week 1 Response Essay 10  
Week 3 Key Concept Analysis 10  

Writing assignment tbd 25  
Writing assignment tbd 25  
Writing assignment tbd 25  

  200  
  Points Possible  
 
 
Grading Scale: 
A=93+ A-=90-92   B+=87-89   B=83-86   B-=80-82 C+=77-79 C=73-76 C-=70-72 D+=67-69  D=63-66  D-
=60-62  F=59 and below.   

 
 

 
 

Class Calender 
 
Please see myCourse “coursework” listing for up-to-date list of assignments. 
 

Week One (M May 20-Friday May 24)  

This week orients you to this summer, online course. This week features two readings by Gustavo Arellano and 
Emily Shurgerman, which will introduce you to arguments about food and food culture. This week’s writing 
assignments will ask you reflect on what food might mean—to you and to the world. Your reflections will take 
three forms. 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, explained within. 
2. The second is a discussion post of food artifacts you find interesting and comments to classmates 

about their findings. 
3. Lastly, you’ll compose a paragraph response to the Eli Review's argument about "Feedback and 

Improvement" which you will then submit to the ELI Peer Review system to get and give feedback. 
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You'll revise this paragraph response and turn it into MyCourses for your first graded writing 
assignment. 

I provide instructions for each of these assignments and online tools, and you will practice using them with 
these assignments. To register for our Eli Review course (first two weeks free), enter this code: sever830resent. 

Week Two (Mon May 27- Sun June 2)  

This week hones your skills in reading issue conversations--how arguments on our topic of Food Studies 
address each other, directly or indirectly. You have several ways of practicing the your reading and writing skills. 
You'll read three essays this week, by authors Pollan, Laundan, and Guthman. Then you'll have two kinds of 
graded writing work: 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, which continues this week. Keep updating your journal 
Mondays through Fridays. 

2. The second is an analysis of key concepts, which I explain within, As with last week, you'll use the ELI 
Peer Review system to get and give feedback on this writing assignment. 

I provide instructions for each of these assignments and online tools, and you will practice using them with 
these low-stakes assignments. 

Week Three (Mon June 3-Sun June 9)  

This week builds on Week 2's key concept analysis by asking to you refine your ability to recognize and 
describe connections across texts. This week you will read three new articles and submit a key concept 
analysis that draws connections across all the readings we've completed so far. You will have three forms of 
written work due this week: 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, as with previous weeks. 
2. The second is an update to your Food Artifact Gallery discussion post along with comments to 

classmates about their updates. 
3. Lastly, you’ll compose a 3-5 word key concept analysis that stretches across all the readings done so 

far, using the ELI Peer Review system to get and give feedback. 

I provide instructions for each of these assignments and online tools, and you will practice using them with 
these low-stakes assignments. 

Week Four (Mon June 10- Sun June 16)  

This week introduces our final set of class readings and practice in annotating, analyzing, and synthesizing. 
New week starts the work of writing longer essays, based on our foundation. 

This week concludes our focus on critical reading skills. By the end of this week, you should be able to 

• confidently explain the arguments of all class authors 
• recognize what questions class readings raise and/or leave unanswered 
• successfully develop synthesizing annotations about class readings, based around key concepts. 
• make connections between at least five of the class readings and at least one of your chosen food 

artifacts 
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For this final set of readings, you will follow a news story that developed over several months. It started 
with an article on the best hamburgers in American. Please read the articles in order of publication: 
Alexander ("The Best 100"); Alexander "I Found the Best Burger and then" Helen Rosner "It's Never Just 
About."  

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, which continues this week. Keep updating your journal 
Mondays through Fridays. 

2. The second is a new discussion board post-- a Concept Map tracing relationships between one Food 
Studies issue and its key concepts. You will also post review comments to classmates about their 
maps. 

3. The third is an analysis of key concepts, which I explain within, As with last week, you'll use the ELI 
Peer Review system to get and give feedback on this writing assignment. 

I provide instructions for each of these assignments and online tools, and you will practice using them with 
these low-stakes assignments. 

Week Five (Mon June 17-Sun June 23)  

This week takes the skills you have developed over the past month and asks you to use them in developing 
a issue synthesis essay. This week you will review all our previous class readings and your notes, but you 
have no new course readings. For writing work, you will develop a draft of an issue synthesis essay and 
submit pieces of it through ELI peer review and the discussion board postings. You will have two forms of 
written work due this week: 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, as with previous weeks. 
2. Second is a course check-in sheet, to reflect on what you've learned about argument analysis and 

synthesis as well as food studies. 
3. Third, you’ll compose three paragraphs of an issue synthesis essay that stretches across all the 

readings done so far, using the ELI Peer Review system to get and give feedback. 

I provide instructions for each of these assignments and online tools, and you will practice using them with 
these low-stakes assignments. 

Week Six (Mon June 24-Sun June 30)  

This week focuses on revising the issue synthesis essay, with your complete first draft due Sunday night. 
This week's reading work involves rereading the articles selected for your synthesis essay and feedback 
from your peers and me. You have no new reading. For writing work, you will revise your issue synthesis 
essay and submit a complete essay for grading. You will have two forms of written work due this week: 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, as with previous weeks. 
2. Then, you’ll compose the complete firsst draft of your issue synthesis essay that stretches across all 

the readings done so far, using the ELI Peer Review system to get and give feedback and submitting 
the final through myC. 

I provide instructions for each of these assignments and online tools, and you will practice using them with 
these high- and low-stakes assignments. 
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Week Seven (Mon July 1-Sun. July 6)  

This week gives you time to revise the issue synthesis essay, with your graded draft due Sunday night. 

This week concludes our focus on issue synthesis writing. By the end of this week, you should be able to 

• describe the purpose of an issue synthesis essay 
• define a research question in Food Studies and its stakes 
• describe the conversation around your research question in terms of at least two shared perspectives 
• evaluate the issue and its perspectives in a formal, academic, MLA-formatted essay 
• use peer and instructor feedback to improve your argument and writing style 

This week's reading work involves rereading the articles selected for your synthesis essay and feedback 
from your peers and me. You have no new reading. For writing work, you will revise your issue synthesis 
essay and submit a complete essay for grading. You will have three forms of written work due this week: 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, as with previous weeks. 
2. Second you'll conduct peer reviews on your classmates' issue synthesis essays. 
3. Then, you’ll compose the graded draft of your issue synthesis essay that stretches across all the 

readings done so far, using the ELI Peer Review system to get and give feedback and submitting the 
final through myC. 

I provide instructions for each of these assignments and online tools, and you will practice using them with 
these high- and low-stakes assignments. 

Week Eight (Mon July 8 - Sun July 14)  

This week reverses focus; instead of studying what others say about food, now you will develop your own 
argument about food. But since this is a course on academic argument, you will need to ground your claims 
in evidence and analysis of a specific object or case study--like the one's you've posted to the discussion 
board Gallery. 

This week you will review your posted artifacts and the class handouts, but you have no new course 
readings. For writing work, you will develop a draft of an object analysis report and submit pieces of it 
through ELI peer review and the discussion board postings. You will have three forms of written work due 
this week: 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, as with previous weeks. 
2. Second is a course check-in sheet, to reflect on what you've learned about argument analysis and 

synthesis as well as food studies. 
3. Third, you’ll compose three paragraphs of an issue synthesis essay that stretches across all the 

readings done so far, using the ELI Peer Review system to get and give feedback. 

I provide instructions for each of these assignments and online tools, and you will practice using them with 
these low-stakes assignments. 
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Week Nine (Mon July 15 - Sun July 22)  

This week shifts focus again, now to the case study or object you will use to ground your own argument 
about food. This also allows everyone to step back from the issue synthesis essay and let it “get cold,” 
allowing for better revision work. As in previous weeks you will also have minor assignments. 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, as with previous weeks. 
2. Second, you’ll draft and revise an Object Analysis report based on feedback from ELI Review system 

and me. 

Week Ten (Mon July 23 - Sun July 28)  

This week shifts back focus to the issue synthesis essay and revising your previous draft.  Specific revision 
work TBD based on Eli Review feedback. As in previous weeks you will also have minor assignments 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, as with previous weeks. 
2. Second, you’ll revise your Issue Synthesis essay based on feedback from ELI Review system and me. 

Week Eleven (Mon July 29 - Sun Aug. 4)  

This week focuses on drafting your contribution essay. Specific assignments TBD based on class needs. As in 
previous weeks you will also have minor assignments 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, as with previous weeks. 
2. Second, you’ll draft and revise your contribution essay’s sections feedback from ELI Review system 

and me. 

Week Twelve (Mon July 5 - Sun Aug. 11)  

This week focuses on revising your contribution essay. Specific assignments TBD based on class needs. As in 
previous weeks you will also have minor assignments 

1. First is the casual daily page assignment, as with previous weeks. 
2. Second, you’ll draft and revise your contribution essay’s sections feedback from ELI Review system 

and me. 

Wed. August 14th 11:59 PM. 

• Graded Draft of Contributing to the Conversation Essay (final paper) due  
• End Term Participation Arguments due 

 
 
 

Class Calender subject to change; updates will be posted to myC.  


